
The mysterious crosses of Crozant - 8km walk to the north of 
Crozant 

Start this walk at the car park of the fortress of Crozant. A large part of the circuit follows the red and yellow marked “GR de Pays”
From the start to Pillemongin. 
Go down to River Sédelle then go up to Vitrat. At Puy Baron take the path parallel to the Creuse.
At Pillemongin take the road on the left towards La Baronnière. At the cross marked 4 in red on the map, take the road to La 
Chaudronnière. You find the GRP at cross 2. On the way back, a small loop allows you to see crosses 5 and 6. Cross 6 is on a path at 
the back of the roadside houses.
Have a good walk
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The mysterious crosses of Crozant - 9km or 14km walk to the 
south of Crozant  

Red 9 km / Blue 14 km 
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The start is at the car park of the museum of painters "Hôtel Lépinat". The crosses are numbered along the northern circuit, starting at 7. 
Take the road which passes to the left of the bakery and, at cross 7, go down towards the Creuse by the Chemin des Chevaliers. Go 
up to the top of the Puy Bariou and follow the motocross track from the top. At the end of the tracks, take the path that goes down to 
the right, then turn right towards La Querlière. Then take the road on the left towards Le Chebreau and then, on the right, towards Les 
Brousses. You reach cross 11 by going back and forth at the edge of the field on the left. Continue towards Grancheix then take the 
road on the right towards La Maltière until you reach cross 13. Take the path on the left, then take the road on the right to return to 
Crozant. 
At Grancheix, you can take a loop (in blue on the map) extending your walk by another 6 km to see 4 other crosses. To do this, take the 
path on the left towards La Malignière. Follow the departmental road on the left for 50 m, then turn right towards Les Léchères and 
continue to Le Pertuis (Commune de Lafat). You reach cross 15 by going back and forth below the village. Then go up towards Pré 
Carré to the north to the two crosses at Maisons, then return to cross 13. Enjoy your walk. 
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